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Abstract

Rule ��� a two state� three neighbor cellular automaton in Wolfram�s

systems of nomenclature� is less complex that Rule ���� but neverthe�

less possess a rich and complex dynamics� We provide a systematic and

exhaustive analysis of glider behavior and interactions� including a cata�

log of collisions� Many of them shows promise are computational elements�

Keywords� cellular automata� gliders� collision�based computing

� Introduction

We study one�dimensional ��D� binary state ternary neighborhood cellular au�
tomata �CA� exhibiting a sophisticated space�time dynamics of traveling local�
ized patterns� and deal with cell state transition Rule �	� mainly due to its
ability to generate rich varieties of periodic structures� known as particles or
gliders 
���� Rule �	 belongs to a class of complex CA rules  Rule �	 is an
example of Wolfram�s class IV rules 
��� � which includes The Game of Life

	�� High Life 
��� Life��d 
��� Rule �	 
��� Rule ��� 
�� and Beehive Rule 
����
These CA produce gliders in their evolution� and thus pose a fruitful subject
of investigations not only in terms of complex systems and self�organization
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Figure �� Examples �D CA governed by Rule �	� random initial con�guration�
Time goes down�

but also as novel substrate for dynamics non�classical computation 
��� see also
universality of Rule ��� 
�� ����
We study �D CA  �D array of cells� indexed by integer i � where all

cells take states from set f�� �g� and update their states in parallel in discrete
time depending on their current states and states of their closest �left and right�
neighbors according to cell state transition function �� xt��i � ��xti��� x

t
i � x

t
i����

The Rule �	 studied in the paper has the following explicit state transition table
�sequence �������� is �	 in decimal notation� so name of the rule��

xti�� xti xti�� xt��i

� � � �
� � � �
� � � �
� � � �
� � � �
� � � �
� � � �
� � � �

An example of space�time con�gurations of �D CA with Rule �	 is shown in
Fig� �� where white pixels are cells in state �� and black pixels are cells in state
�� The second picture show a �lter for see best ether �periodic background� and
gliders�
Fig� � illustrate behavior of the automaton which initial con�guration has

����� a single cell in state �� rest of the cells are in state �� This may indicate
they Rule �	 is not so �complex� as say Rule ���� because CA governed by Rule
��� and developing from initial con�guration ����� does not reach a quasi�stable
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Figure �� Development from initial con�guration ������ Time goes down�

orbit until approximately ��	�� time steps�
In their pioneer work Boccara� Nasser and Roger 
�� produce a list of glid�

ers known at that time�� and discuss existence of glider gun� they also applied
some statistical analysis to analyzing stability of gliders� Later Hanson and
Crutch�eld 
�� introduced a concept of �computational mechanics� � applied
�nite state machine language representation in studying defect dynamics in �D
CA� and in deriving motion equations of �ltered gliders� More studies were
undertaken by Wolfram 
���� who exhibit glider collisions with long period of
after�development and several �lters for detecting gliders and defects� and Mar�
tin 
���� who designed an algebraic group of order four to represent collisions
between basic gliders� In present paper we advance these results in several di�
rection� design a single �lter to detect all gliders� discover novel glider guns�
demonstrate that all gliders in Rule �	 CA can be produced via collisions of
gliders� and produce a catalog of all outcomes of all possible collisions� between
two and three gliders� We also apply these �ndings to construct dynamical
logical gates� where Boolean values are represented by the gliders�

� Gliders in Rule �� CA

We may specify two types of glider � natural� formed without �help� of inter�
nal collisions or any other kinds of compositions of gliders � and � compound�
produced by internal collisions of natural gliders� Fig� � illustrates previously
known gliders� w�� w�� go and ge natural gliders� and glider gun is a compound
glider��

Properties of gliders� and also ether e� and e��
� are listed in Table �� where

�In present paper we adopt classi�cation of gliders developed in ���
�We used OSXLCAU�� system for OPENSTEP� Mac OS X and Windows to visualize

glider collisions	 this can be download of http
��www�rule����org�download�
�The existence of glider gun in Rule � CA demonstrates unlimited growth of con�gurations

in Rule � CA
�Ether e� � ������� and shift e� � �������
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Figure �� Space�time con�guration of Rule �	 CA with basic� previously known�
gliders in Rule �	 CA�

second column shows velocity vg �
� third column indicates maximal and mini�

mal sizes of gliders �there are the same if glider does not breath�� last column
indicates if glider can cover the whole space ��T� means total covering� �P� 
partial covering��

structure vg width cap

e� ��� � � 	 T
e� ��� � � 	 T
w� ��� � � � P
w� ���� � �� ��	 P
go ��	 � � ��� T
ge ��	 � � ��� T

glider gun ���� � � �	�	 P

Table �� Characterization of gliders in Rule �	�

Fig� 	 show an interaction of gliders streams with stationary localizations�
the localization are transformed to glider guns in result of these interactions�
some gliders are destroyed during interaction �this means that result frequency
of glider streams can be controlled by stationary localizations� �Fig� 	a�� In
Fig� 	b we see another type of glider gun �extension� composed by two ge gliders�

� Collisions between glider in Rule �� CA

We uncover phenomenology of glider collision in a systematic way�

	



a

b

Figure 	� Interaction of glider streams with stationary localizations produce
novel glider guns�
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Figure �� Space�time con�gurations of Rule �	 CA illustrating binary collisions
between gliders�
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��� Binary collisions

Fig� � illustrates all possible types of binary collisions between gliders in Rule �	
CA� Collisions between w�� w�� go and ge gliders were already known before�
However collisions between w� and w� gliders against glider gun are novel�
Essentially� we only played with initial distances between glider w�s and glider
gun to obtain all types binary collisions� Counting con�gurations in Fig� � from
left to the right and top down we observe the following types of collisions�

� fusion of two gliders in a stationary localization ��st con�guration��

� re�ection of a glider by stationary localization with annihilation of the
localization ��nd and �rd con�gurations��

� multiplication and re�ection of glider collided with stationary localization
�	th and �th con�gurations��

� formation of a quasi glider gun during collision of a glider to glider gun
��th and ��th con�gurations��

� transformation of glider gun to a stationary localization by glider colliding
to a gun ��th� ��th� ��th and ��th con�gurations��

� self�repair of glider gun partially damaged in result glider collision ��th�
��th� �	th� ��th and ��th con�gurations�� Gliders across as soliton 
�	��

��� Triple collisions

Fig� � illustrate all triple collisions between natural gliders� We omitted col�
lisions with glider gun because are just variants of binary collisions� discussed
before�
The following types of collision outcomes �Fig� �� could be highlighted�

� annihilation of gliders and stationary localization ��st con�guration��

� gliders pass through stationary localization and neither of patterns in�
volved in collision destroyed ��nd con�guration� as soliton�

� gliders are re�ected or delayed by stationary localization and one of the
gliders is multiplied �e�g� �rd con�guration�� the stationary localization
shifted to few sites left or right �usually in direction opposite to that where
multiplied gliders travel�� or transformed to another type of stationary
localization �e�g� �th con�guration��

� colliding of a glider train of two gliders with a stationary localization may
cause annihilation of gliders and spatial shift of the stationary localization
�e�g �th and ��th con�gurations� or re�ection of the train and formation
of two new gliders ���th and �	th con�guration��

�Velocity is determined dividing displacement between period� where g is a speci�c glider
in Rule � CA
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� collision of a glider to a stationary localization leads to formation of a
glider gun �e�g� ��th � ��th con�gurations� or quasi glider gun �e�g� ��th
� ��th con�gurations��

��� Other collisions

Colliding glider trains with clusters of stationary localizations lead to an im�
pressive outcomes� as shown in Fig� ��

� when train of three w� gliders collide to a cluster of �ve localizations
ge� two gliders are annihilated and the one on glider is re�ected� glider
w�s are generated� while the cluster of localizations ge remains intact ��st
con�guration in Fig� ���

� train of two gliders collided to cluster of three localizations ge is re�ected
and distance between localization in the cluster decreases ��nd con�gura�
tion�� compressing of stationary domains by gliders�

� all other collisions between glider trains and stationary clusters lead to in�
crease of the cluster diameter with decrease of number of localizations in
the cluster� pruning by gliders� and either reduction �	th and �th con�g�
urations� or multiplication ��th and �th con�gurations� of glider streams�

Space�time dynamics of CA undergoes a transient period of perturbations
after the collision� In most case this transient period is pretty short� however
collision shown in �th con�guration in Fig� � leads to a transient period of at
least ��� time steps�
Fig� � show that so�called black holes and glider eaters exist in development

of Rule �	 CA� Two black hole are shown in Fig� �� tiles T� localization ab�
sorbs� or annihilate� gliders w� and w� �Fig� �a� and stationary localization
g� absorbs pairs of gliders w

� and w� �Fig� �b�� In Fig� �c we can see glider
w� eating pairs of gliders w� while traveling to the right�

��� Producing gliders by collisions

Are all types gliders produced via collisions� Boccara� Nasser and Roger 
��
established that gliders w�� w� and go� and glider gun can be constructed
through a collision� this was also veri�ed by our experiments� Also we demon�
strated that a glider gun can be produced in a triple collisions of gliders�
We can also produce gliders in other types of collisions� e�g� in situations

when initial con�guration has a domain of ��s and gliders are traveling bound�
aries of the domain� Thus Fig� � shows that glider ge is a product of collision
between gliders w� and w�� By utilizing various types of ether in initial con�
ditions we can produce all types of natural gliders�
Fig� �� illustrates that a novel glider gun besides extended� its produced in

a collision between one defect �glider� and three stationary localizations�
Table � describes series of glider collisions required to produce basic types

of gliders and glider guns�
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Figure �� Space�time con�gurations of Rule �	 CA illustrating ternary glider
collisions�
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Figure �� Space�time con�guration of �D CA demonstrating outcomes of collid�
ing glider trains with clusters of stationary localizations� Time goes down�

�a� �b� �c�

Figure �� Space�time con�gurations of �D CA demonstrating existence of black
holes �a� and �b�� and glider eater �c�� Time goes down�
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Figure �� Space�time con�guration of �D CA demonstrating production of nat�
ural gliders by traveling boundaries of domain of ��s� Time goes down�

Figure ��� Space�time con�guration of �D CA demonstrating production of a
novel glider gun besides extended in Rule �	 CA� Time goes down�

glider production sequence

w� go�w
�� e���

�n��e�� � n � �
w� w��go� e���

�ne�� � n � �
go w��w�� e����

ne�� � n � � and odd
ge e����

ne�� � n � � and even
glider gun w���ge� �ge�w

�

glider gunn w��ge��ge� �ge�ge�w
�

Table �� Collision sequence for glider production�
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Figure ��� Erosions

��� Development of tiles

A �nite domain of tiles always decrease in development of �D CA Rule �	
con�gurations �Fig� ��� however during this erosion gliders and glider guns are
produced� As shown in Fig� � common types of tiles  in initial conditions of
�nite tile domains � develop in several ways�

� domain boundaries emit several duplets of gliders during annihilation ��st�
�nd� �rd� �th� �th con�gurations��

� domain converges to a stationary localization ��th con�guration��

� domain converges into a glider gun �	th and �th con�gurations��

� Computing with gliders in Rule �� CA

A minimal gate hx� yi � hx and not�y�� not�x� and yi �Fig� ��a� is realized
when two gliders w� and w� in the same phase collide and annihilate in the
result of collision �Fig� �� �st con�guration�� If presence of w� and w� gliders
corresponds to True value of logical variables x and y� then undisturbed tra�
jectories of the gliders gives us values of operation x and not�y� and operation
not�x� and y� respectively�
When colliding w� and w� gliders are in anti�phase� see Fig� �� �st con�

�guration� a stationary breather go is formed� Encoding logical variables as

��



�a� �b�

�c�

�d�

Figure ��� Elementary gates implemented by colliding gliders and breathers in
Rule �	 �D CA�
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previously� we see go represents value of conjuction x and y� and thus gate is
implemented hx� yi � hnot�x� and y� x and y� x and not�y�i with two inputs
and three outputs �Fig� ��b��
The stationary localization go can be used further to construct other varieties

of gate� Thus� when glider w� collides to go �Fig� �� �nd con�guration�� breather
go collapses and the glider is re�ect �transformed to w

��� If w� represents x
and go � y then their undisturbed trajectories �dotted lines in Fig� ��c� give us
values of operation not x and y and operation x and not y� while trajectory of
newly formed w� represents x and y� These represent dynamical architecture
of gate hx� yi � hx and y� not�x� and y� x and not�y�i �Fig� ��c��
All localizations annihilate when gliders w� �representing value of x� and

w� �value of z� collide to breather go �value of y� �Fig� �� �st con�gura�
tion�� If after collision glider w� emerges along it is �seems to be undis�
turbed� trajectory this means that either only w� was present before collision
or w� was absent but glider w� collided to go� the same applies to undis�
turbed trajectory of glider w� �this due to collision shown in Fig� �� �nd
con�guration� We shown early that breather go can be formed in collision
of w� and w�� therefore presence of go after collision may indicate either
both or none gliders were present in the collision� The triple collision real�
izes three�input three�output gate hx� y� zi � h�not�x� and not�y� and �z��
or �x and y�� �x and not�y� and z� or �not�x� and y and not�z���
�x and not�y� and not�z�� or �y and z� i�
Some scenarios of multiple�collisions of localizations allow us to realize oper�

ations of re�ection� multiplication and delay� For example� as seen in Fig� �� 	th
con�guration� when glider w� �signal x� collides to breather ge� it re�ects 
�rst glider w� in Fig� �� 	th con�guration� represents re�ection xr of signal x
�Fig� ��a�� Also in result of the collision two more gliders are produced� second
glider w� �signal xrd in Fig� ��a�  re�ected and delayed signal x� and glider
w� �signal xd in Fig� ��a�  delayed signal x� In this signal x is delayed �xd�
and its re�ection is multiplied �xr and xrd��
A distance between gliders in a stream can be increased by colliding the

stream with breather ge� In Fig��� ��th con�guration� train of two gliders w
�

and w� collides to ge� and re�ected �re�ection of signals x and y to xr and yr
in Fig� ��b�� At the same time� two more w� gliders� the �rst newly born w�

can be interpreted as signal x which passed the collision undisturbed and the
second w� �signal yd in Fig� ��b� as delayed signal y� Interval between signals
x and y was increased by collision with stationary localization� this can be also
interpreted as a selective delay of second signal y�
A threshold element can be constructed based on collision of glider w� to

tuple of breathers go �Fig� �� ��th con�guration�� In this collision� the gliders
is re�ected and one of the breathers is destroyed �Fig� ��c�� Thus� arranging
m breather in a row we built a threshold element� which allows only m  �th
glider in a stream to pass through� However the element is not reusable�
When tuple of gliders w� collides to breather go �Fig� �� �th con�guration�

both gliders annihilate but at time of annihilation they �pull up� go �Fig� ��d��
This can be interpreted as a shift of non�negative integer� represented by go� in

�	



�a� �b�

�c� �d�

Figure ��� Operations implemented by colliding gliders and breathers in Rule
�	 �D CA� �a� re�ection� multiplication and delay� �b� re�ection and selective
delay of signals� �c� elementary unit of a threshold element� �d� shift operation�
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a storage device�
So far we got enough collision scenarios to say that a counter machine can

be simulated in Rule �	 CA� We can represent an in�nite storage device by
pattern of stationary localizations� breathers go� the information can be written
in the device �formation of g� in collision of w

� and w�� Fig� �� �st con�gura�
tion�� erased �go is annihilated in collision with w

� or w�� Fig� �� �nd and �th
con�guration�� read and shifted �Fig� �� �th and �th con�guration�� and� check
of whether storage is empty can be implemented �Fig� �� ��th con�guration��
These operations are enough to simulate a counter machine� The combination
of counter machines will simulate a Turing machine� which must demonstrate
Turing universality of Rule �	 CA�

� Conclusions

We undertook a detailed study of localization dynamics in Rule �	 �D CA� We
shown that a complete list of gliders is produced through collisions in two dif�
ferent ways and a two novel glider guns besides extended is also generated via
glider collisions� Rich collision dynamics in Rule �	 CA allowed us to construct
several kind of computation operations and� in general� computing abilities of
Rule �	 CA� We envisage the Rule �	 CA will make a good alternative to Rule
��� CA in a sense of logical universality as well as simulation of a Turing ma�
chine�
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